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The recent arrest of a 25-year-old Muslim woman at Mudhol in Bagalkot district of

Karnataka for an innocuous message on Pakistan’s Republic Day is yet another instance

of the perverse misuse of the law by authorities. If it was the provision relating to

sedition that was invoked mindlessly in the past, including once for a play enacted by

primary schoolchildren, the latest one involves an alleged attempt at creating enmity

among different groups. Kuthma Sheikh was granted bail on the same day of her arrest,

but the incident is no less disconcerting as it indicates the ease with which members of

the minority community can be arrested without sufficient cause, often at the behest of

overzealous activists with a disproportionate clout in the administration. In this case, the

madrassa student had said, “May God bless every nation with peace, unity and harmony”

on March 23, but a local Hindu activist complained to the police that she was creating

enmity among communities by wishing people on Pakistan Day. With unsurprising

promptitude, the police booked her under penal sections relating to promoting enmity

between different groups. As to how her wishes would have attracted either Section

153A or 505(2) of the IPC is something only the police can explain. The district police

have claimed that the arrest was aimed at preserving peace and maintaining order, but

it is quite apparent that they acted in a cavalier manner without ascertaining whether

there was any substance in the complaint.

Ever since a controversy broke out over girl students wearing the hijab, there seems to

be a tendency among right-wing groups to foment trouble targeted at Muslims. These

groups have called for a ban on Muslim traders and vendors doing business as part of

temple fairs. Even though the State government is citing a law that prohibits non-

Hindus from getting property in the vicinity of the temple on lease, it is doubtful

whether the rules cover temporary stalls on special occasions. It is regrettable that the

State government is not doing enough to stem the impression that its administration is

hostile towards minorities. Unwarranted arrests, especially for trivial reasons and on

communally motivated complaints, result in unfair incarceration, ruined lives and

immensely delayed justice. For a regime that takes strong exception to strident criticism

about its human rights and religious tolerance record, the Union government should be

equally concerned about the possible damage that such incidents may cause to its

global image. The Centre may not have anything to do with law and order, but it may

have to advise certain States to restrain the police from perfunctory use of the power to

arrest to please majoritarian groups and individuals.
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The decision to conduct a Common University Entrance Test (CUET) for admission in

undergraduate programmes in all University Grants Commission-funded Central

Universities (CUs) from 2022-23 has triggered concerns. No doubt, the proposal is

influenced by the National Education Policy, which advocates common entrance

examinations by the National Testing Agency for undergraduate and graduate

admissions and fellowships. The concept as such is not alien to the CUs. Over a dozen

CUs admit students to undergraduate programmes using Central Universities Common

Entrance Test (CUCET) scores. The proposed CUET, in 13 languages, seeks to make it

mandatory for 45 CUs — there are 54 such institutions — to conduct admissions using a

single national level test score. This would spare aspirants from taking multiple entrance

tests and also eliminate unfair advantage gained from disproportionate scores in class

XII. Critics are evidently viewing this development through the prism of the Narendra

Modi government’s obsession with pushing the ‘one nation, one standard’ maxim in

different sectors. But as early as 1984, the Madhuri R. Shah Committee, looking into the

working of CUs, recommended a national merit examination. In the instant case, the

UGC has clarified the existing scheme of reservations in individual universities would not

be disturbed.

Yet, the CUET may not qualify as a wholesome determinant of merit given the

educational and regional disparities in India. While a vast majority study in State Boards,

the test would be based on the NCERT syllabus, followed largely in CBSE schools. The

policy limits the Class XII marks as a qualification benchmark and not a co-determinant

of merit. With the test being introduced just ahead of an admission season, students,

whose learning process was disrupted by COVID-19, may find it challenging. Education

Ministers from Tamil Nadu, Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh have flagged some

legitimate concerns. In the North-east, the argument about the test possibly affecting

the interest of State domiciles to secure admission in a university in the region cannot

be ignored. There are genuine apprehensions about CUET serving as a precursor to

introducing a nationwide entrance test for all undergraduate courses — the UGC has

said all institutions are free to use the test scores for admissions. It has been sufficiently

demonstrated that common entrance tests spawn the coaching industry and induce

cost-heavy hybrid courses from class VI onwards, creating a divide between the haves

and have-nots. The country has miles to go in enabling access to entry-level higher

education and bridging the gender and economic gap in its university portals. In such

circumstances, it needs to be dispassionately examined if prescribing a single entrance

test as a sole determinant of merit, either for CUs or for the higher education system as a

whole, is pragmatic.


